Kanginiktaqtuq River named in reference to Nunngarut.
Qakuqtannguaq Kuujjuaq
Smaller than Aqukalujjuaq, all the islands nearby are referred to by this name.

Saarru Umiannguat Valley
Where the water is continually eroding the sand, forming small canyon like valleys, the stream flowing from.

Ordinary fish found here year round.
Bay named in relation to Pitsiit.
Tikkuut
Odd shaped lake, not deep, pretending to be a lake.

Little Island and water where you can hear the sounds of water, splashing, sloshing, moving
Lake

Hill
An old boat located there, left by the Americans sometime after the war. (A.S.)

Island
"Shaped like a large lake.
Avaaqtarvik River
Inlet

Over many years, with Elders. Any inaccuracies that appear are the responsibility of the researchers.
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